POWER SHUT DOWN

Panaji: August 3, 2017
Sravana 12, 1939

Power shut down has been arranged to carry out maintenance works at 11KV Dhulapi feeder between 9.30 to 2.00 pm on August 5, 2017 areas affected are Mollar, PDA Colony, Keni Colony, Mangado, Dhulapi, Goan Bounty, Sanata Monica Colony, Kundnekar Building, Montfort Institute, Gregory Garage and vicinity of Corlim village.

Power shut down has been arranged to carry out maintenance works at 11KV Altinho, Mapusa feeder between 9.00 to 2.00 pm on August 5, 2017 areas affected are Bhobe DTC, Church DTC, Tar Bridge DTC, Remanso Hospital, Purushottam, Sai Service Gaunswaddo and surrounding areas.

Similarly on 11 KV Tivim Industry Feeder between 9.30 to 2.00 pm on August 6, 2017 areas affected are Tivim Industrial Estate all HT/LT consumers, IDC office, IDC quarters, Police Outpost Kararaswada and surrounding areas.